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with squeeze film modelling in
automotive differentials
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Abstract

The dynamic behaviour of automotive drivetrains is significantly influenced by contacts occurring between the various

parts. In this paper, a three-dimensional formulation is proposed to model unilateral and frictional contact conditions

between two rigid planar rings. The magnitude of the contact force is determined by a penalty method. In a second step,

a simple squeeze film model is developed to account for the damping effect produced by the lubricating oil filling the gap

between the two contacting bodies. The relevance and the accuracy of these models are illustrated through the global

multibody modelling of a TORSEN differential.
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Introduction

Virtual prototyping is more and more used in the
automotive industry in order to improve the perform-
ance of each component and reduce the fuel consump-
tion. Global models are often required owing to the
complexity and the numerous interactions between
the various subsystems of modern vehicles. In this
context, the development of reliable and accurate
models of the driveline is required in order to fully
model the car from the engine1 to the vehicle dynam-
ics.2 However, the numerical simulation of transmis-
sion components such as gear box, clutch or
differential is not trivial since complex physical
phenomena3 are involved (clearance, misalignment,
flexibility, friction, lubrication, impact,. . .) and can
highly influence the dynamic response of the whole
vehicle.

In this work, the TORSEN (TORque SENsing)
differential has been chosen as a representative indus-
trial application to assess some of the difficulties
inherent to the development of global multibody
models to simulate the dynamics of driveline devices.

After a technical description of the principle of
working of TORSEN differentials, the nonlinear
finite element method for flexible multibody systems
is briefly recalled. In the frame of this simulation
approach, the mathematical formulation will be
looked over for the two main kinematic joints used

in the model of TORSEN differentials: the gear pair
element and the contact condition.

The first models achieved with the MECANO
module of the commercial software LMS
SAMTECH SAMCEF4 (referred to as SAMCEF
MECANO in the remainder of the paper) have
shown the essential role played by the contact formu-
lation in the modelling of this particular transmission
component. Several limitations have been identified
and the need appears to develop a three-dimensional
(3D) contact formulation between two rigid bodies
which is able to deal with impact phenomena. For
this reason, this paper is dedicated to the development
of enhanced contact modelling approaches between
rigid bodies.

In a first step, the magnitude of the contact force is
determined by a continuous impact law where a res-
titution coefficient accounts for the kinetic energy loss
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during the impact. A regularisation method is also
used to compute both the normal and the friction
forces.

Then, a squeeze film model is proposed to repre-
sent the damping effect produced by the presence of
lubricant between approaching bodies. Indeed, the
presence of lubricant between drivetrain components
modifies the contact properties in a non-negligible
way.5,6 The dynamics of unilateral contacts is modi-
fied in both normal and tangential directions. The
developed model has a very compact formulation
thanks to the geometrical assumptions adopted.

In both cases, an engineer approach is preferred to
a detailed 3D representation of the contact, which
could be more accurate but would be highly expensive
from a computational point of view and not feasible
in practice for global industrial applications.7 The
relevance of the model is demonstrated with the mod-
elling of the interaction between the gear wheels and
the thrust washers in the type C TORSEN differential.
The comparison of the numerical results with experi-
mental data enables to validate the multibody model
in a global way. Finally, it is observed that thanks to
the combined squeeze film – contact model, the
TORSEN differential model has gained robustness
and computational efficiency, so that it can be
included in a full vehicle model in order to simulate
various manoeuvres.

Technical description of TORSEN
differentials

The two essential functions of a differential are to
transmit the motor torque to the two output shafts
and to allow a difference of rotation speed between
these two outputs. In a vehicle, this mechanical device
is particularly useful in cornering when the outer
wheels have to rotate quicker than the inner wheels
to ensure a good handling. The differential can be
used either to divide the drive torque into equal
parts acting on the traction wheels of the same axle,
or to divide the output torque from the gearbox
between the two axles of a four-wheel drive vehicle.
This second application is often called the transfer
box differential or central differential.

The main drawback of a conventional differential
(open differential) is that the total amount of available
torque is always split between the two output shafts
with the same constant ratio. The TORSEN differen-
tials significantly reduce this undesirable side effect.
This kind of limited slip differential allows a variable
distribution of motor torque depending on the avail-
able friction of each driving wheel.

When a TORSEN differential is used, the torque
biasing is always a precondition before any difference
of rotation speed between the two output shafts.
Contrary to viscous coupling, TORSEN is an instant-
aneous and pro-active process which acts before
wheel slip.

The type C TORSEN differential has been fully
modelled in this work. As depicted in Figure 1, this
central differential is mainly composed of an epicyclic
gear train, several thrust washers and a housing split
in two parts. The friction generated by the contact
between the planet gears and the housing as well as
between the gear wheels and the thrust washers is at
the origin of the locking effect and torque transfer of
TORSEN differentials. This limited slip differential
has four working modes which depend on the direc-
tion of torque biasing and on the drive or coast situ-
ation. Depending upon the active mode, the gear
wheels rub against one or the other thrust washers
which can have different friction coefficients and con-
tact surfaces. Therefore, the locking rate is different
for each working mode and is directly related to the
total friction torque involved.

We note that the type B and type C TORSEN dif-
ferentials are not axially prestressed. The lock nut
only enables to close the differential and to fix the
case with the housing, since axial loads applied by
the helical gear pairs always try to separate these
two parts. Even when the lock nut is completely
screwed against the case stop, small gaps remain
between the thrust washers and the gear wheels,
which are at the origin of impact phenomena.

Flexible multibody simulation approach

In this work, the approach chosen to model the
TORSEN differential is based on the nonlinear finite
element method for flexible multibody systems.8 This
method allows the modelling of complex mechanical
systems composed of rigid and flexible bodies, kine-
matics joints and force elements. Absolute nodal
coordinates are used with respect to an inertial
frame for each node of the model. Hence, there is
no distinction between rigid and elastic coordinates
which allows accounting in a natural way for many
nonlinear flexible effects and large deformations. The
Cartesian rotation vector combined with an updated
Lagrangian approach is used for the parameterisation
of rotations. This choice enables the representation of
large rotations.

The dynamics of a system including holonomic
bilateral constraints is described by equations (1)
and (2)

MðqÞ €qþ gðq, _q, tÞ þUT
q ð pUþ klÞ ¼ 0 ð1Þ

k Uðq, tÞ ¼ 0 ð2Þ

where q, _q and €q are the generalsed displacements,
velocities and acceleration coordinates, MðqÞ is the
mass matrix, gðq, _q, tÞ ¼ ggyrðq, _qÞ þ gintðq, _qÞ � gextðtÞ
is a global forces vector where ggyr states for the com-
plementary inertia forces, gintðq, _q) the internal forces,
e.g. contact, elastic and dissipation forces, and gextðtÞ
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the external forces. According to the augmented
Lagrangian method, the constraint forces are formu-
lated by UT

q ð pUþ klÞ where l is the vector of
Lagrange multipliers related to algebraic constraints
U ¼ 0; p and k are respectively a penalty factor to
enforce the constraints and a scaling factor to
improve their numerical conditioning; Uq is the con-
straint gradient (@U=@q).

Equations (1) and (2) form a system of nonlinear
differential-algebraic equations. The solution is eval-
uated step by step using the generalized �-method
which allows adding numerical damping to the time
integration scheme while preserving its second-order
accuracy.9,10 At each time step, a system of nonlinear
algebraic equations has to be solved using a Newton-
Raphson iteration process.

Global gear pair model

The two main kinematic constraints needed to model
TORSEN differentials are the gear pair and the con-
tact conditions with the housing and the thrust
washers. A dedicated global gear pair model is avail-
able in SAMCEF MECANO for describing flexible
gear pairs in the 3D analysis of flexible mechan-
isms.11,12 It is a global kinematic joint defined between
two physical nodes: one at the centre of both gear
wheels, the latter being represented as rigid bodies.
The flexibility of the gear mesh is accounted for by
a nonlinear spring and damper element inserted along
the instantaneous normal pressure line. Several spe-
cific phenomena in gear pairs can also be taken into
account in the model, namely backlash, mesh stiffness
fluctuation, friction between teeth. The lubrication
between contacting gear teeth was not considered in

this model. Nevertheless, it is a second-order effect
which could be implemented in future work.

Unilateral rigid/flexible contact condition

In order to model the unilateral contacts between the
lateral face of the gear wheels and the thrust washers
of the TORSEN differential, a rigid/flexible contact
condition based on kinematic constraints13 has been
used during the first modelling stage. The gear wheels
are modelled as rigid bodies, whereas the thrust
washers are flexible bodies represented with volume
finite elements.

The contact conditions are created between a set of
nodes on the flexible body that will be connected to a
surface of the rigid body. The contact algorithm con-
sists of two steps: the first one consists in searching the
projection of each slave node in the master surface
and creating an associated distance sensor and in
the second step, the kinematic constraint is imposed.
In the nonlinear case (large displacements, large rota-
tions), the contact is treated together with the other
nonlinearities and a coupled iteration method is
used.13

In case of convergence problems, the use of a pen-
alty function allows small penetration between the
bodies in contact. Physically, this penalty function
behaves as a spring that is active in compression but
not in traction. Damping is sometimes used to smooth
the response and consequently get better convergence
properties.

The friction has to be taken into account in
all contact conditions since friction plays a key
role in the working principle of TORSEN differen-
tials. Therefore, in addition to the distance sensor,

Figure 1. Exploded view and cut-away view of type C TORSEN differential.
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sliding sensors are also generated. The friction
force Ffr is directly proportional to the normal
reaction between the slave node and the master
surface by means of a regularized friction coefficient
�R (Ffr ¼ �R jFnormj). A regularisation tolerance is
used to avoid the discontinuity of the friction force
when the relative sliding velocity vanishes.

A dynamic analysis of the TORSEN differential
has been achieved in previous works.14,15 The com-
parison of the torque distribution ratios (TDR) pro-
vided by the numerical simulation with experimental
data permits to globally validate the model. However,
several drawbacks mainly due to the formulation of
the contact conditions have been identified in the
simulation of this industrial application. Indeed, the
contact formulation using algebraic constraints at
position level has a poor robustness. The model
based on a penalty method permits the convergence
if sufficiently small time steps are used. Nevertheless,
the contact element remains highly sensitive to the
value of the contact stiffness and other parameters
such as the numerical damping. Moreover, the afore-
mentioned contact formulation requires that at least
one of the contacting bodies is flexible. However, for
the application under study, it is not essential
to account for the flexibility of all the bodies in con-
tact. The rigid–flexible contact element compli-
cates unnecessarily the model, increases its size and
makes the simulation CPU time expensive. This has
motivated the development in the sequel of this
paper of a contact element between two rigid bodies
which turns out be better adapted to impact
simulation.

Kinematics of the contact between two
rigid planar rings

This section describes a kinematic formulation
able to model the normal contact forces and the
tangent friction forces between two rigid planar
rings. This configuration occurs, for instance, for
the contacts between the gear wheels and the
thrust washers of TORSEN differentials. This contact
element allows to simulate unilateral contacts
when the contacting bodies are subjected to large
displacements and rotations in 3D analysis. The
formulation fits into a nonlinear finite elem-
ent framework and has been implemented as a user
element in the multibody software SAMCEF
MECANO.

As for most contact models between rigid bodies,
the proposed contact element is defined between two
nodes fixed on the two rigid bodies potentially in con-
tact. These nodes A and B are not necessarily located
at the centre of gravity of the two bodies but are the
origins of two material frames (namely
fA; e00A1

, e00A2
, e00A3
g and fB; e00B1

, e00B2
, e00B3
g) following the

rigid body motion.

In the initial configuration, these material frames
denoted by the vectors eAi

and eBi
are chosen parallel

for simplicity. The rotation matrix R1 gives the initial
orientation of both material frames with respect to the
inertial frame fO;E1,E2,E3g:

eAi
¼ R1 Ei ð3Þ

eBi
¼ R1 Ei ð4Þ

The rotation operators RA, RB enable to compute
the rotation from initial to current configuration
(equations (5) and(6).

e00Ai
¼ RA eAi

¼ RA R1 Ei ð5Þ

e00Bi
¼ RB eBi

¼ RB R1 Ei ð6Þ

The magnitude and the direction of the contact and
friction forces depend on the instantaneous relative
position and orientation of both material frames.
Therefore, the force vectors will be first computed
according to the relative position and rotation vectors
expressed in the material frame attached to node A.
Afterwards, these force vectors will be expressed in
the inertial frame.

The relative position vector u of node B with
respect to node A in the frame fA; e00A1

, e00A2
, e00A3
g can

be easily computed from the fundamental equation
describing the rigid body kinematics

u ¼ RT
1R

T
AðxB � xAÞ ð7Þ

where xA, xB are the position coordinates of nodes A
and B in the inertial frame.

The vectors e00Bi
are defined in the inertial

frame but can also be expressed in the frame
fA; e00A1

, e00A2
, e00A3
g:

e00Bi =A
¼ RAR1ð Þ

T e00Bi
¼ RT

1R
T
ARBR1 Ei ¼ Rrel Ei ð8Þ

where Rrel is the relative rotation matrix.
Since the contact model is defined between the

nodes A and B, the generalised coordinates vector q
of the contact element is simply composed of the set
of position coordinates xA, xB and rotation param-
eters WA inc,WB inc of the incremental rotation with
respect to the previous converged rotation (updated
Lagrangian formulation)8

q ¼

xA

WA inc

xB

WB inc

8>>><
>>>:

9>>>=
>>>;

ð9Þ
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Note that this set of coordinates is mixed, in
the sense that position coordinates are expressed in
the inertial frame, while rotation parameters are
expressed in a frame local to each node giving the
rotation at the previous computed time step.

The contribution vector gconint of the contact element
to the internal forces of the multibody system is
obtained by identification between the two expres-
sions of the virtual work stated in the equation

�W ¼ �qT gconint q, _qð Þ ¼ �uT ft þ �H
T
rel fr ð10Þ

where the vectors ft and fr represent the contact forces
and torques expressed in the material frame attached
to node A.

The variations �u, �Hrel of the relative displacement
and material relative rotation are computed by deriv-
ing the expressions (7) and (8)

�u ¼ ~uRT
1 �HA þ RT

1R
T
A �xB � �xAð Þ ð11Þ

�Hrel ¼ RT
1 �HB � RT

1R
T
BRA �HA ð12Þ

where ~u is the skew-symmetric matrix with compo-
nents ~uð Þij¼ ��ijkuk, and �HA, �HB are material vari-
ations of the rotations at nodes A and B .

The quasi-coordinates �H and the incremental
Cartesian rotation parameters �Winc satisfy a tangen-
tial relationship8

�H ¼ TðWincÞ �Winc ð13Þ

By identification between the two members of
equation (10), the internal force vector due to each
contact can be formulated as

gconint ðq, _qÞ ¼ B
ft
fr

� �
ð14Þ

where the matrix B is defined by

B ¼

�RAR1 0

�TTðWA incÞR1 ~u �TTðWA incÞR
T
ARBR1

RAR1 0

0 TTðWB incÞR1

2
6664

3
7775
ð15Þ

The contribution of the contact force (14) to the iter-
ation matrix is detailed in Virlez.16

The kinematic relations (3) to (8) and the
nodal forces (14) computed are valid for any 3D con-
tact between two rigid bodies. However, due to the
modelling assumptions adopted in the TORSEN dif-
ferential model, only the geometric configuration of
two planar and coaxial rings remaining parallel has
been numerically simulated (i.e. the relative motion is
limited to a translation and a rotation along the
normal direction).

Figure 2. Kinematics of the contact between two planar rings.
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With these geometric assumptions, the contact
forces and torques ft, fr are reduced to the following
expressions

ft ¼

�f

0

0

8><
>:

9>=
>; , fr ¼

Tfr

0

0

8><
>:

9>=
>; ð16Þ

where f is the magnitude of the normal contact force
and Tfr is the magnitude of the friction torque.

The kinematics of the contact in this situation is
depicted in Figure 2. The nodes A and B are located
on the revolution axis of the rigid rings at a normal
distance DA or DB from the contact surface. The first
vector of the material frames is the normal direction
of the contact force.

Continuous impact modelling

This section presents a first attempt to model contacts
and impacts between rigid bodies in a multibody
system.

The continuous impact model theory17 enables to
compute the magnitude of the normal contact force f.
It is a penalty method based on a kind of Hertz law
which uses the penetration ‘ as a representation of the
local deformation of the two bodies in contact. The
contact model has for expression

f ð‘, _‘ Þ ¼
kp ‘

n þ c ‘n _‘ if ‘4 0

0 if ‘40

(
ð17Þ

with the contact stiffness kp, which controls the stiff-
ness like term. The model also includes a damping like
term which accounts for the kinetic energy loss during

the impact process (see Figure 3). This loss of energy
is described by the damping parameter c which is
related to the restitution coefficient e to the contact
stiffness kp and to the shapes and material properties
of the colliding bodies as well as their relative veloci-
ties. The restitution coefficient e can take any value
between 0 (plastic contact) and 1 (c ¼ 0, no energy
loss) and is defined as the norm of the relative velocity
ratio after and before the impact. In order to avoid a
jump at the beginning of the contact and tension force
at the end, the viscous damping term c _l is multiplied
by ln. The exponent n is equal to 1:5 for circular and
elliptic contact areas.

According to the contact configuration, various
expressions can be found in Lankarani and
Nikravesh 18 for the damping parameter c. In this
work, the empirical formula proposed by Flores
et al.19 has been used

c ¼
8 1� eð Þ

5 e

kp
_ls

ð18Þ

where _ls is the relative normal velocity between bodies
at the impact time. This expression has the advantage
of being usable whatever be the amount of energy
dissipation while most other definitions of the damp-
ing parameter c are only valid for high values of the
restitution coefficient (e4 0:8).

The penetration length ‘ is easily determined
thanks to the simple geometric configuration of the
contact between two parallel rings

‘ ¼ � xTAB n�DA �DB

� �
¼ � u1 �DA �DBð Þ ð19Þ

where xAB ¼ xB � xA (see Figure 2). The penetration
velocity is equal to minus the normal component of
the relative velocity vector _‘ ¼ � _u1.

The magnitude of the friction force in the tan-
gent plane is simply obtained by multiplying the
normal contact force f by a regularised friction
coefficient �R. The friction torque Tfr produced by
the contact between the two rigid rings is thus com-
puted as

Tfr ¼

Z
S

�R p r dS ¼ 2� �R
f

S

R3
ext � R3

int

3
ð20Þ

where p is the contact pressure and S is the con-
tact area. The regularised friction coefficient �R is a
function of the relative angular velocity !rel ¼

ð!B � !AÞ � n and is defined as

�Rð!relÞ ¼
�dyn 2� j!relj

�!

� �
!rel

�!
, j!relj5 �!;

�dyn
!rel

j!relj
, j!relj5�!:

(
ð21Þ

The parameter �! gives the value of relative rota-
tion velocity below which the friction effect is assumed
negligible, while �dyn is the dynamic friction

Figure 3. The area encircled by the hysteresis loop repre-

sents the kinetic energy loss due to the force law of the con-

tinuous impact model.
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coefficient. This regularised friction function is intro-
duced to avoid the numerical inconveniences (loss of
convergence) induced by the discontinuities in friction
torque at the instants of reversing the relative rotation
velocity.

Rigid contacts between gear wheels and thrust
washers of the type C TORSEN differential

The global multibody model of the type C TORSEN
differential mainly includes 15 rigid bodies, 8 gear
pairs, 4 hinges and 1 screw joint. The contacts
between the thrust washers and the rim faces of the
gear wheels are modelled by five frictional contact
elements defined between two rigid planar rings as
presented in this paper.

The contact elements as well as the gear pair model
introduce non-symmetric terms in the tangent iter-
ation matrix. Therefore, a non-symmetric solution
algorithm has to be used to solve the equation
system. In order to adapt the time step size according
to the dynamic behaviour of the system during the
impact times, an automatic time stepping strategy is
used.8

In a first step, in order to validate the differential
model and check its accuracy, the numerical results
have been compared with measurements on an experi-
mental test bench provided by the JTEKT TORSEN
Company. To this purpose, the test bench configur-
ation has been reproduced virtually. Contrarily to the
operation in a vehicle, the housing does not rotate
during the test. It is nevertheless possible to observe
the four working modes since the locking effect of
TORSEN differentials is due to relative motion and
to the forces between the output shafts and the
housing.

The setup of these tests consists in applying a
torque on one output shaft of the differential, whereas
the rotation speed of the second one is prescribed,
which is equivalent to apply a resisting torque, and
the housing (which is normally the input shaft in a
vehicle) is kept fixed as said previously. The four
working modes of the differential are activated
according to the relative sign of the torque and the
rotation velocity on both output shafts. The global

validation of the multibody model is achieved by com-
puting the torque ratio between the two output shafts.
ThisTDR is a specific index for each working mode of
the differential. Table 1 shows the good agreement
between the experimental TDR values and the results
provided by the numerical simulation since the error
is lower than 5% for the four working modes.

Each planet gear is free to move inside a cavity in
the housing. This complex joint between the planet
gear and the housing is simply modelled as a hinge.
The friction forces occurring between the tooth heads
of the planet gears and the cavities in the housing
where they are contained, are represented by a friction
torque along the axis of this hinge. Owing to the sig-
nificant difference between a hinge model and the
actual joint, the value of the friction coefficient in
the hinge joint is difficult to assess, and it was identi-
fied experimentally as explained later on.

Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the dynamic simulation of
the model when the torque applied on the sun gear
changes its sign, which leads to quick switches
between the working modes of the differential with
torque biasing to the front axle. Due to the helical
meshing, the sun gear undergoes an axial displace-
ment as soon as the sign of the torque applied on
the planet gear changes (see Figure 4(a)). The zoom
around the second axial displacement represented in
Figure4(b) shows some rebounds of the sun gear

Table 1. Comparison of torque distribution ratios for the four working modes of the type C TORSEN.

TDR Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4

Drive Coast Drive Coast

bias to rear bias to rear bias to front bias to front

Experimental 4.02 2.82 1.57 1.62

Continuous impact model 3.89 2.92 1.53 1.66

Error ( %) 3.23 3.55 2.55 2.47

Squeeze film model 3.95 2.95 1.49 1.6

Error ( %) 1.74 4.61 5.10 1.23

0.16 0.18 0.2 0.22 0.24
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

Friction coefficient [−]

Σ 
(Δ

 T
D

R
 )2  [−

]

Figure 4. Axial displacement of the sun gear.
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against the thrust washer before reaching a closed
contact configuration. The magnitude and the fre-
quency of these rebounds depend on the value of
the contact stiffness (kp ¼ 1010 N/m) and the restitu-
tion coefficient (e ¼ 0:8). The contact stiffness was
selected to get a penetration which is in the order of
one thousandth of axial displacement of the sun gear,
while a restitution coefficient of 0.8 was judged admis-
sible for this impact.

In order to determine the value of the friction coef-
ficient in the hinge joint between planet gears and the
housing, a parametric study has been performed.
The least squares criterion has been used to find the
best friction coefficient, i.e. the value for which the
sum of squared differences between experimental
and simulated TDR for the four operation modes is
minimum (see Table 1). Figure 6 shows that a value of
the friction coefficient of 0:185 leads to the model with
the closest TDR values compared to the experimental
data. We remark that the friction coefficient of these
hinge joints is the only parameter that is fitted in order
to match the TDR values. The values of the other
parameters are imposed by the physics of the prob-
lem. The accordance of numerical TDRs with respect
to the experimental data shows the accuracy of the
MBS model of the TORSEN differential while only
one parameter has been adjusted.

As said before, the rebounds shown in Figure 4(b)
are related to the value of the contact stiffness, and
evidenced a very sharp discontinuity in velocity.
In order to solve these impacts accurately, the inte-
grator automatically selected a very small value of
the time step during the penetration phase (more or
less 10 time steps are performed during each penetra-
tion phase as seen in Figure 5). If a larger time
step were used, important errors in energy and
momentum conservation would appear. Therefore,
this simulation is very costly, because of the rigid/
rigid contact modelling hypothesis for these parts of
the model.

In the present application, the determination of the
coefficient of restitution and the contact stiffness can
hardly be based on physical data and it thus remains
an inherent difficulty of the continuous impact mod-
elling approach. This motivates the development of a
more physical approach using a squeeze film contact
model.

Squeeze film contact model

Lubrication is required in order to have a proper
operation of many transmission devices. The oil film
allows to evacuate material fragments and the heat
generated by friction. Wear is greatly reduced when
mechanisms are adequately lubricated. Therefore, the
contact properties are significantly influenced by the
presence of the lubricant.
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Figure 5. Hysteresis loop representing the kinetic energy loss at each impact between the gear wheel and the thrust washers.
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Numerous formulations are available in the litera-
ture to model the lubricated contacts and account for
several effects.20,21 In the context of multibody sys-
tems, the lubrication is often modelled in a more
global way.22–24 In this paper, the goal of the lubrica-
tion model is only to be able to represent the damping
behaviour of the oil film between two mechanical
parts. This small damper tends to slow down the con-
tacting bodies before the contact establishment and
therefore reduces the impact impulse since the relative
velocity is lower at the impact time.

This section describes a simple squeeze film model
allowing to describe the damping effect due to the
lubrication film when two bodies are approaching.
Poiseuille flow in the radial direction is assumed, par-
ticularised to the geometric configuration of the con-
tact between two planar rings, while Couette flow is
considered in the tangential direction. The assump-
tions are similar to those leading to the Reynolds
equation and can be summarized as follows: the
flow is fully developed, the fluid is Newtonian, incom-
pressible and isothermal in steady state; the flow is
laminar and parallel to the film walls; the film thick-
ness hsf is much smaller than the radii of the rings
(Rint, Rext) which always remain parallel; the pressure
p is constant in the normal direction z; no slip condi-
tions at the walls are assumed; the inertia terms and
gravity forces are neglected.

Owing to the introduced hypotheses and
by considering vr=r

2 is negligible compared to
@2vr=@z

2, the radial component of the simplified
Navier–Stokes equation (momentum conservation)
reduces to

@p

@r
¼ �vis

@2vr
@z2

ð22Þ

where �vis is the dynamic viscosity of the
lubricating oil and vr is the fluid velocity in the
radial direction.

The continuity equation in cylindrical coordinates
is formulated as

1

r

@

@r
ðr vrÞ þ

@vz
@z
¼ 0 ð23Þ

After double integration of equation (22) in the
axial direction (z-axis), and by using the no slip
boundary conditions at the walls, i.e. vr ¼ 0 in z ¼ 0
and z ¼ hsf, we get the expression of the velocity at a
given radial position r, which has a parabolic profile
in the z-direction and a sign opposite to the pressure
gradient @p=@r

vr ¼ �
1

2�vis

@p

@r
hsf z� z2
� �

ð24Þ

After having replaced the velocity profile (24) into
equation (23), the continuity equation is integrated in
the longitudinal direction between z ¼ 0 and z ¼ hsf to
get

�
@

@r
r

1

2�vis

@p

@r

� 	
h3sf
6
þ r _hsf ¼ 0 ð25Þ

This last expression is then integrated in the radial
direction, and by using the boundary conditions
pðRintÞ ¼ pðRextÞ ¼ 0, the expression of the fluid pres-
sure pðrÞ can be computed. Finally, the global force
applied by the squeeze film on the two rings results
from the integration of the fluid pressure over the ring
area S

fsf ¼

Z Z
S

pðrÞ dS ð26Þ

In summary, the force applied on the two rings can
be reduced to the expression

fsfðhsf, _hsfÞ ¼ �
3

2
��visG

_hsf

h3sf
ð27Þ

where the constant G is defined in terms of the inter-
nal and external ring radius

G ¼ R2
int � R2

ext

� � R2
ext � R2

int

ln Rext

Rint

� 2R2
ext

 !

� R2
ext � R2

int

� �2
ð28Þ

The expression (27) of the contact force enables to
conclude that the developed squeeze film model has
the behaviour of a nonlinear damper (fsf ¼ 0 when
_hsf ¼ 0). Nevertheless, it acts as a nonlinear spring
with a tangent stiffness when _hsf 6¼ 0.

The viscosity of the lubricating oil introduces a vis-
cous resistance which tries to slow down the relative
rotation between the two rings. This viscous resistance
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Figure 7. Oil pressure profile for a squeeze film between two

plane rings.
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is introduced in the model by means of a torque along
the z-axis

Tvis ¼

Z
S

�vis ! r2

hsf
dS ¼ 2�

�vis !

hsf

R4
ext � R4

int

4
ð29Þ

where ! is the relative rotation velocity in the longi-
tudinal direction.

The force introduced by the squeeze film effect is
opposed to the relative bodies motion, trying to sep-
arate them when the walls are approaching and to
avoid separation when the two walls are pulling
away. When the film thickness tends to zero, the pre-
dicted force tends to infinity, which is not physically
realistic. In fact, the roughness on the plate surface
and geometric imperfections (e.g. planarity and angu-
lar tolerances) are such that the lubricating film thick-
ness can never decrease below a limit value for which
contacts can be assumed to appear between plates
asperities (see Figure 8). Also, note that the conditions
for fully developed flow would be no longer valid
when hsf gets close to roughness. Therefore, when
the film thickness becomes lower than the arithmetic
roughness Ra, a contact force between the rigid walls
is added to the squeeze film model. The latter is simply
modelled by a linear penalty method, where kp is the
global contact stiffness of the two plates.

fconðhsfÞ ¼

0 if hsf5Ra

kp ðhsf � RaÞ if hsf 5Ra

8<
: ð30Þ

Moreover, this additional contact force allows to
avoid the ill conditioning of the squeeze film model,
when hsf and _hsf are simultaneously close to zero (see
equation (27)).

The friction induced by the contact between the
two rings is taken into account in the model through
a friction torque in the direction z

Tfr ¼

0 if hsf5Ra

2
3 �R fcon

R3
ext�R

3
int

R2
ext�R

2
int

if hsf 5Ra

8<
: ð31Þ

with �R the regularised friction coefficient (see equa-
tion (21)).

In order to include the proposed squeeze film
model within a dynamic multibody system formulated

with finite element coordinates, the same kinematic
description developed for the continuous impact
model can be used (see Figure 2). In the material
frame attached to node A, the forces (14) acting
between the two rings are expressed as

ft ¼

fsf þ fcon

0

0

8><
>:

9>=
>;, fr ¼

Tvis þ Tfr

0

0

8><
>:

9>=
>; ð32Þ

if the first axis of the material frame attached to nodes
A and B is oriented along the normal direction of the
thrust washers.

Lubricated contact inside the type C TORSEN
differential

The TORSEN differentials are usually located inside
the casing of the gear box. The holes drilled in the
housing and the case of the differential enable the
flow of the lubricating oil through the differential.
The narrow gap between the gear wheels and the
thrust washers is then filled by the lubricant that influ-
ences significantly the properties and the dynamic
response of the various contacts. For instance, the
relative velocity when the two bodies enter in contact
is highly reduced since the film of lubricant acts as a
damper; hence, the impacts are moderated or even
avoided.

The five rigid contact conditions based on the con-
tinuous impact model included in the model of the
type C TORSEN differential are now replaced by
the combined squeeze film – frictional contact
model. Since the squeeze film formulation enables to
smooth the discontinuities induced by unilateral con-
tacts, the number of contact conditions included in
the multibody system model can be increased without
degrading the convergence properties. Therefore, the
hinge joints modelling the connection between each
planet gear and the housing can be replaced by a
cylindrical joint and two contact conditions modelling
the contacts between the lateral faces of the planet
gears and the housing or the case. The friction
torques due to these contacts also contribute to
the global torque transfer and the locking behaviour
of the differential. It is the reason why their intro-
duction in the model could improve the accuracy
of the differential model. Since the geometric config-
uration of these contacts is similar to the other
contacts (i.e. ring contact area), the same squeeze
film contact formulation can be used. Thanks to
the squeeze film modelling, the simulation of the
full type C TORSEN differential model including
now 14 contact conditions presents an enhanced
robustness.

The dynamic behaviour of the differential in the
vehicle configuration is reproduced by applying a

Ra

hsf

fsf

fsf

Figure 8. The roughness of the plates limits the thickness to

a minimal value.
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torque on the housing while the rotation speeds of the
two differential outputs (sun gear and coupling) are
prescribed (see Figure 9 for the time evolution given
to these three quantities). With this set of load cases,
the drive to rear mode is active at the beginning of the
simulation, the coast to front and drive to front
modes are observed during the periods t ¼ ½4; 8� s
and t ¼ ½8; 12� s, respectively, and the coast to rear
mode at the end of the simulation.

Figure 10 shows the displacements in the axial dir-
ection of the gear wheels and the thrust washer #9
inside the differential. Each working mode corres-
ponds to a different configuration of this set of bodies.

The damping effect of the squeeze film model
can be observed on the displacement curves
(Figure 10(a)): the gear wheels are slowed down
before the establishment of contact against the
thrust washers. In this way, the impacts between

these rigid bodies are avoided or at least greatly
reduced. The sticking effect which acts against the
separation of the contacting bodies is also visible
and explains why some gear wheels move sometimes
with a small delay at the switching time between two
working modes. The little step on the displacement of
the planet gears when the drive to front mode is acti-
vated at t ¼ 8 s is also due to this sticking
phenomenon.

The squeeze film produces a significant force
during the transient phases between two working
modes but this force vanishes when the bodies are in
closed contact situation. This is due to the fact that
the squeeze film force is directly proportional to the
velocity of the film thickness (see equation (27)). The
latter is null when the lubricating film has reached a
steady state thickness slightly lower than the arith-
metic roughness. In the normal operation of a vehicle,
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Figure 10. Axial displacement of bodies inside the differential.
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the difference of rotation speed between the two axles
is not tremendous so that the magnitude of the vis-
cous torques is insignificant compared with the fric-
tion torques.

Due to the lower axial force transmitted by the
contacts on the top and bottom faces of the planet
gears and the smaller radius of their contact area, the
related friction torques are much lower than the fric-
tion torques of the other contacts with the thrust
washers. Nevertheless, the axial motions of the
planet gears enable to account for the contact between
the thrust washer #9 and the internal gear in the drive
to front mode (third mode). The friction torque
involved by this contact is sizeable and modifies the
torque distribution in the differential. This phenom-
enon could not be represented using a differential
model with locking of the planet gears.

Since additional friction forces have been added in
the system due to the planet gear displacements, the
friction coefficient in the hinge joints between the
planet gears and the housing has to be readjusted if
necessary. From a parametric study similar to
Figure 6, the friction coefficient leading to the best
agreement between the numerical and experimental
TDR values is determined equal to 0:17.

The resisting torques allowing to impose the rota-
tion speed of the sun gear and the coupling are
depicted in Figure 9(a). The gap between these two
curves is a measure of the locking rate of TORSEN
differentials for each working mode. The TDRs com-
puted from these torque curves are given in Table 1.
Similarly to the differential model using the rigid/flex-
ible contact model or the continuous impact model,
the numerical TDR values agree with the experimen-
tal data since for all modes the relative error is lower
than 5%. However, the model including the squeeze
film contacts is more robust and can be simulated
using larger time steps which reduce the CPU time
by a factor of 100 for the proposed simulation.

We remark that the particular boundary conditions
imposed in this analysis are at the origin of the torque
and velocity pikes observed in Figure 9. In fact, an
input torque is imposed on the housing, while rotation
speeds are imposed at the output shafts. At the time
instants at which the inner bodies displace axially, the
planet gears and the housing accelerate and when con-
tact is reestablished, a torque peak appears. In a real
situation, this phenomenon is mitigated by the rotary
inertia of the input axis and of the engine.

Interaction of the differential with the vehicle
dynamics

The TORSEN differentials strongly interact with the
other transmission components (e.g. the gear box) and
the other vehicle subsystems such as the suspension
mechanisms. Therefore, there is a need to develop
integrated simulations of differentials together with
the vehicle dynamics.

As final application of this paper, a global four-
wheel drive vehicle equipped with three TORSEN dif-
ferentials has been modelled (Figure 11). The central
differential is the type C TORSEN studied in this
work, whereas the front and the rear differentials
are the type B TORSEN. The working principle of
the latter is similar to the type C and its multibody
model is described in Virlez.16

The objective of this model is to observe the distri-
bution of the engine torque between the four wheels.
In this context, a simplified vehicle model where the
car body is modelled by a lumped mass is considered.
The suspensions and the steering mechanisms are
ignored. The differentials are attached to the vehicle
frame with hinge joints. In order to connect the cen-
tral differential with the front and rear differentials,
conical gear pairs are introduced in the model. The
drive shafts linked to the inputs and the outputs of the
differentials are represented by rigid bodies connected
to wheel models (Pacejka’s magic formula)25. The
vehicle is driven by a torque applied on the housing
of the central differential.

In order to study the torque transfers induced by
the limited slip behaviour of the three TORSEN dif-
ferentials, quite different grip conditions have been
chosen for each wheel of the vehicle, even if it is not
very realistic. The rear right wheel has a good adher-
ence, with parameters given by the Pacejka’s wheel
model. The ground in contact with the other wheels
has a lower adherence, with its properties being given
by scaling the grip potential of the rear right wheel
with a factor equal to 0:5 for the rear left wheel, 0:4
for the front right wheel and 0:1 for the front left
wheel.

The torque distribution between the four driving
wheels is illustrated in Figure 12(a). Since a driving
torque is applied on the central differential and the
rear wheels have a better adherence than the front
wheels, the drive to rear mode of the type C

Figure 11. Four-wheel drive simplified vehicle model with

three differentials.
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TORSEN differential is activated. Therefore, the rear
wheels receive more torque than the front wheels. It
can be verified that the torque ratio between the front
axle and the rear axle matches the TDR value of the
drive to rear mode as given in Table 1. Likewise, both
front and rear differentials provide more torque to the
right wheels because the right lane has a better
adherence.

Figure 12(b) depicts the angular velocities of the
planet gears and the four wheels. The three differen-
tials are nearly locked since all the wheels almost
rotate at the same speed and the planet gears have
only a small angular velocity. Let us remark that the
purely closed configuration of TORSEN differentials
corresponds to no relative sliding inside differential.
Nevertheless, a small sliding is still observed in the

proposed numerical model because of the regularisa-
tion of the friction coefficients.

The model can also represent the fully open config-
uration. To this end, the same system has been simu-
lated with a higher driving torque, the maximal value
of the torque amounting to 500 Nm instead of 300 Nm.
The torque curves keep similar time evolution as illu-
strated in Figure 13(a) but the rotation speeds are sig-
nificantly different (Figure13(b) compared with
Figure12(b)). Indeed, the potential of adherence is
exceeded for the front left wheel and results in the
spinning of this wheel. The other wheels have almost
the same speed, whereas the housing of the front dif-
ferential rotates at a mean velocity between the right
and the left front wheels. The planet gears of the cen-
tral and the front differential turn much quicker than in
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Figure 12. Distribution of the driving torque and the rotation speed between the four driving wheels having a different friction

coefficient (maximum torque¼ 300 N/m).
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the previous simulation, which is representative of the
fully open status of both differentials.

Conclusion

The developments presented in this paper contribute
to the dynamic modelling of mechanical transmissions
devices submitted to unilateral contacts. The
TORSEN differential is a complex industrial system
whose modelling encounters several difficulties such as
impact, friction or backlash between gear teeth.

The construction of a global multibody model of
the type C TORSEN differential with the commercial
simulation code SAMCEF MECANO has pointed
out the need for contact models between rigid
bodies, able to deal with the discontinuities produced
by impact. Indeed, at the switching time between two
working modes, the gear wheels undergo a quick axial
displacement before entering in contact with the
thrust washers.

The 3D formulation to describe the kinematics of
contact between two rigid bodies represented by two
nodes has been particularised in this paper to the geo-
metric configuration of two planar rings remaining
parallel and coaxial.

In a first step, the magnitude of the normal contact
force was computed by means of a continuous impact
model. This penalty method uses a restitution coeffi-
cient in order to account for the kinetic energy loss
during impact. The friction torque is based on a regu-
larisation method to avoid the numerical discontinu-
ity between the stick and the slip phases.

In a second step, the influence of the lubrication in
the narrow gap between the two rigid bodies in inter-
mittent contact is added in the contact model. The
normal force produced by the squeeze film takes the
form of a nonlinear damper and has a compact
expression thanks to a set of geometric and physical
hypotheses. When the thickness of the oil film is lower
than the arithmetic roughness of the walls, contact
occurs between the two metallic bodies which is also
modelled by a penalty method. In addition to the con-
tact forces in the normal direction, the friction torques
in the tangential plane are also included in the model.

The continuous impact model and the squeeze film
model have been tested in the type C TORSEN differ-
ential model to represent the unilateral contact condi-
tions between the thrust washers and rim faces of the
gear wheels. In both cases, the comparison of the TDR
of the four working modes with experimental data
allows to validate the model in a global way. The mod-
elling of the squeeze film enables to better describe the
physical behaviour of the differential and also leads to
an increased numerical robustness and a reduced com-
putational time since larger time steps can be used.

Finally, three TORSEN differential models includ-
ing the combined squeeze film – contact model have
been assembled to represent the driveline of a simpli-
fied four-wheel drive vehicle. This model shows the

feasibility of the modelling approach adopted in
order to simulate the interactions between transmis-
sion components and the vehicle dynamics.
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